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ABSTRACT 

lnternet video-on-demand (VoD) today streams videos directly from server to clients, because re-distribution 1s notlestablished 
yet. Intianet solutions exist but are typically managed centrally. Caching may overcome ihese management needs. however 
existing web caching strategies are not applicable because they work in different conditions. 

We prupose movie distribution by means of caching. and study the feasibility from the service providers' point of view. We 
introduce the combination of our reliable multicast proiocol LCRTP for caching hierarchies combined with our enhancement 
to the purdiing technique for bandwidth friendly True VoD, not depending On network resource guarantees. 

LCRTP is ;in RFC-conforniing extension to the application-level protocol RTP that allows the receivers to allocate exactly the 
required space for lost data, and supports ihe retiansmission after the initial transfer. However, without additional techniques, 
this does not save a lot of capacity in real life scenarios. To increase the savings we combine LCRTP withpatctring. 

Patching saves server capacity in centialized systems. It works by streaming a video from start to end to the first client that 
requests this movie. Requests that follow in a Iimited temporal interval are served by transmitting sufficient informatiun to join 
the initial srieam, and an additional "patch siream for rhe missing initial portion of the movie. These subsequeni clients use 
local cyclic buffers to delay play-out of multicast portions of the movie. There is an optimal time before retransmitting a com- 
plete movie by multicast, mosily depending on the frequency of requests for a movie. Patctring can also bs applied recursively 
to patches. 

This paper motivates the combined techniquc and details the elements of an implementation. 

Keywards: Wide-Area Caching Aichitecture, Video on Demand, Internet 

1 INTRODUCTION 
Inteinct ViiD today is mosily dominated by systems that serve unly a small arnount of users and have a small library of video 
clips instead of full size movies. The length and especially the quality of current video clips are very limited. and not applica- 
hle at all Tor commercial VoD. One of the major limitations of current systems is the necessity t<i stream the videu clip directly 
from a central servei to each client individually, because re-distribution is not esiablished yet. Multicast as a transmission 
mcthod can not be used efficiently in these systems and therefore bandwidtb is wasted leading to higher network costs. Intranet 
solutions have existed for a while, they use distribuied systems but are typically mnnaged from a central site. Since they are 
used only I<ically savings ihat are achieved by using niulticast are not as significant as they could be in larger systems. 

We expect that the growth of the Internet, the Support for partial resource guarantees in ihe backbone through Diffirentiated 
Services 1241, and the integiation of services will make the idea of wide-wea distribution of commercial quality video over 
networks without central managenient feasible. Intelligent caching can be helpful in this for two reasons: 

movies have a considerable life cycle, 1.e. typically their popularity increasss steeply earIy after their release date, reaches a 
peak, and decreases towwds a minimal residual popularity 
ths movement of full-sized high quality movies among caches is severely more expensive then that of current internet vid- 
eos because of the required bandwidth and Storage. 

We address these issues with the following rfforts: 

lnvestigate more complex strategies and siructuies to position and access copies of expensive files. Since the number of 
requests [hat rcuch these caches is less than for web caches and requested tiles are mostly very large, wc do noi Want to 
streamline caches mainly for simplicity and thus rapid request answers. This is unlike the current approach of the web 
caching communities to eficiently handle CO-operative caches [ I ] .  
Support the delivery of large bulk data files across networks with resource guarantees. 
Evaluate approaches like Hinl-based caching 1231 for applicability to movie caching as well. - Support for untrusted cachcs [15]. 
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We want to speciiically handle movie distnhuiioii hy means of caching, and in this pnper wc present a feasihility study Crom 
the service providers' point of view. Our multicast distiibution sclieme assumes that packet loss is somewhat limitcd ro achieve 
an acceprable to viewers of rare content. With Differcntiated Services available to achieve virtual leased lincs in thc backbone. 
TCP will not remain the only appropriate protocol able to deliver strcamed data wiih sufficiently low loss over long distances. 
we present LCRTP, which is an example approach. Some people argue thai bandividth will soon becomc abundant at least in 
thc backbone and thai high-quality unicast transmissions will hccome commercially feasible. We do not believe that this pipc 
dream will come tme outside of rescarch networks in thc foreseerible futuie. 

We found in the past that the parching approach by Hua et.al. [ I  81 has provided an interesting means for saving server capacity 
in centralizcd systems. 

We combine the ideas of movie caching and putching and demonstrate that the technical means have heen developcd already; 
non-withstanding the fact that the curreni elements to such a solution are very expensive or not i n  a product state yei. This 
leads to less network load and a better perfurming vidco server since the Ioad can be dynatnically optiniized. 

In the remainder of this Paper we shortly introduce the referenccd techniques of caching. purchiiig. reliahly rnulticasiin~ and 
streaming from incomplete iiles. Then. excniplarily we calculate the different neiwork costs for the unicast transmission and 
the enhanced transmissions with caching and putchirig to compkue the network costs for tlie different techniques i n  ordcr tu 
show ?hat caching and parching improve the pcrfoiiiiaiice oT ii distributed VoD architecture. Finally, we present our combina- 
tion of patching with caching. We present our specific approaches for caching hieraichies ofpatching. 

1.1 Caching 

Caching can be used 10 reduce network costs as a) a stand alone version or b) in combination with multicasting. Nctwork cosls 
are reduced in a way that popular movies are stored in cache Servers closc to the requesting clients which leads to a shorter dis- 
tance between source and client nnd also less network usage These facts are well known fiom thc use of caching in the web 
hut nevertheless it must be mcntioncd that web and movie caching have some significant diffcrences. Current internet caching 
strategies can remain rather simple, since the assumption of a Iarge cache and small data itsms is valid for the vast parl of web 

onore secu- riaffic. Furthermorc, the distribured content is typically lree or nol commercially relevant. This pcrmits to mostly i, 
rity and copyright issues as well. In contrast tu weh caching thc contcnt i ~ n  video caches will in most cases not bc lree and the 
s i ~ e  o l  thc datn in comparison i i i  the Storage spacc is much bigger. 

1.2 Patching 
For ihe erploitation of multicast in TVoD systems. sevcral ap~roaches have been presented i n  the past. [3] iniroduces butchiizg, 
which works by collecting requests lhar arrive within a certain cycle. At ths end ol  ihe cycle they are serviced from the same 
file and buffsr. [4 j  modifies this approach touards dynamic batching, which services requests as soon as a stream becomes 
availahle. [L61 proposes piggybacking, which works by starting one stream for rach request and suhssqucntly joining streams 
of the same rirle that have been started in shair sequence. The means is a speed incrense of the later streani andlor a speed 
decrease of the earlier stream until they join. [61 and [71 introduce coriterit iriseniori to force larger numbers of streams into a 
tiine windo which is small enough to allow the use of the piggybacking technique. As content to be inserted, advertisements 
or exrension to introducing scenes are proposed as 611 content. 1 
A relatively new approach is putching, invented by Hua etal. 
The basic approach. pressnted in 1181, is the crcation oT a mul- . - - Q s e r v e r  
ticast group for the delivery o l  a video stream to a requesting patch s t rem 
clieiit. If another client requests the same video shortly after / 
the srart of this transmission, this client starts siorinp thc iiiulri- / 

' n r n u ~ t i c a s t  strearn patch stparn 
. 

czist 1ransmi.sion in a local cache imrnediately. The server 
sciids a unic st stream to this client containing the missing ini- 
tial portion f f the video, unril the cached portion is reached. - 
Then, the clicnt uses its cache as a cyclic buffer. 

Patchiiig works hy delivering a full movis from start to end to client buffer client buffer client buffer 
the firsi clieni that requests this movie. while subsequent 
requesis in a temporal interval after each multicast movie are 
not served hy transmitting the same movie again. Instead. thc, 

0 
3. client 

0 
2. client 

0 
1. client 

client is providsd with sufficient information tojoin the initial 
stream, and an additional patch stream for ihe missing initial 
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portion of the inovie. Thesc subsequent clients providecl with patch streams use local cyclic buffers to delay play-out of 
received main multicast portion of the movie. 

In [I 31 we present h -patching, an optimization of the patchirlg technique by calculating optimal retransinission tiines for mul- 
ticast streams based on the measurccl interarrival time 111, which allows the server to tune the restart tiines Tor complete mov- 
ics on a per-stream basis and thiis, to tune the average numbcr of required simultaneous server streams. Bascd on this number 
the overall streaming costs for the server can be determined. 

Additionally, the patchirlg technjque can be applied recursively by sending a second patch to the initial patch in addition to the 
reinaining portion of the full movie transmission and so On. The lirnit to this is given by: 

the number of streams that can be received by a'client in parallel, 
the granularity at which a switching from one patch to another makes sense at the client, and 
the smallest sensible interval size for a specific movie, below which a batching [3] or piggybacking [16] approach can be 
used without recognizable service degradation for the user. 

1.3 Reliable Multicast 

The design of a reliable multicast protocol is determined by the rcquirements of a specific application or area of applications 
that the protocol is built for. Different applications impose different requirements on the underlying reliable multicast protocol. 
Our most basic requirements are aim at compatibility with the existing infrastructure in the Internet: 

compatibility with standard RTP clients 
based on regular IP-multicast infrastructure without specialized routers 
minimal additional bandwidth consuinption to reduce the penalty of slow links 

The IETF's reliable multicast working group's draft "draft-ietf-rmt-design-space-00, The Reliable Multicast Design Space for 
Bulk Data Transfer", which is valid June 1999 through December 1999, provides a checklist of requirements that provide 
structure to the design considerations of reliablc multicast protocols. The following questions are taken from that draft as a 
checklist, the answers are those that apply to our scenario. 

Does the application need to know that everyone received the data'? 
No. Each receiver indiviclually needs to know that it has received all of the data and does not care about its Peers. If the 
receiver stops complaining about missing data, the sender assumes that it has received all data, but i t  can not be Sure; it may 
also be the case that the receiver has for some reason decided to delete the data that has been received earlier, and does not 
need the inissing data any more. 
Does the application need to constrain differences between receivers*? 
Ycs. Cominercial movie distribution needs e.g. receiver specific watermarking. 
Does the application need to scale to large numbers of receivers? 
The multicast should scale well to moderate numbers of receivers. However, with the application of thc reliable element to 
fill cache servers, the load should primarily be reduced to simple multicast, with the reliability issue limited to the commu- 
nication among cache servers, or between cache servers and central server. 
Does the application need to be totally reliable? 
No. We do not guarantee perfect delivery of the video stream to the end-user anyway. The reliable transfer between a 
sender and a cache server is intended to reduce the number of errors that are perceived by the end-user to an acceptable 
number. 'I'he use of multiple stages of caching between the original source of the movie and the end-user, however, could 
lead to a multitude of errors, due to the ignorance of packet loss of the standard distribution protocol, when the cache serv- 
ers do not receive a copy of the movie that is close to perfectly intact. 
Does the application need to provide low-delay delivery? 
Yes, but only low-delay delivery of the basic stream. The error recovery does not need to be performed with a low delay. 
Does the application need to provide time-bounded delivery? 
Yes, but only low-delay delivery of the basic stream. The error recovery can take an arbitrary amount of time, although it 
would be advantageous to repair the missing sections quickly and increase the quality of the movie that is delivered from 
the receiving cache. 
Does the application need many interacting senders'? 
No. In the basic case we assume an architecture with the cache servers acting as proxies for the end-users and lower level 
caches, and the distribution of movies from the central scrver to all listeners of its multicast stream. In the extended case, 
which includes the pntchit~g technique, some (a few) senders may interoperate to provide service to a lower level cache 
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server. This lower level cache servcr requests a strcam from its iipstream cache, but since that iipstrearn cache has not 
reccived the complete basic transmission of the movie itself (i.e. i t  operates in write-through rnoclc), it ol'fcrs t o  the lower 
level cache only a patch streain, with the baseline sircam to he reccived froin the central server. The resuli is a non tiine- 
critical interaction of few sendcrs. 
1s the application data flow intermittent? 
This is not our iiitention, unless a continuous data flow of UDP packets would be considercd intei-mittent. 
Does the application need to work in the public Internet? 
Yes. 
Does the application nced to work without a return path (e.g. satellite)? 
No. Wc assiime an Internet-style network for coinrnunication among cache scrvers and between cache servers and central 
server. 
Does the application need to provide securc delivery'? 
Yes. Commcrcial movie distribution has to have guaranteed control ovcr the content distribution. 

With this checklist, we look at existing reliable miilticast protocols. Examples are SRM (Scalablc Reliable Multicast) [5], 
TRM (Transport Protocol for Reliable Multicast) [9], RMTP (Reliable Multicast Transport Protocol) [9] and LRMP (Light- 
weight Reliable Multicast Protocol as an Extcnsion to RTP) [I I]. TRM and LRMP make similar assumptions about loss detec- 
tion and repair requests as SRM, so SRM can be discussed as an example for all threc protocols. RMTP provides sequenced 
lossless delivery of bulk data ( e .3  Multicast FTP), without regard to any real-time clelivcry restrictions. It uscs a windowed 
flow control and ACKs for thc received packets. This technique allows a reliable transmission, but i f  packets are lost, the data 
flow is interruptcd because the lost packets are resent immediately by the sender which leads to a non-continuous data stream. 
So this protocol is not applicable for VoD applications. 

SRM [2] is a reliable inulticast framework for light-weight sessions and application level framing. It's main objective is to cre- 
ate a reliable multicast framework for various applications with similar needs of the underlying protocol. SRM does not clistin- 
guish senders froin receivers. Whcnever data is created, i t  is multicast to the group. Each rncmbcr of thc group is then 
responsible for loss detcctiori and repair recluests. The repair requcsts are multicast after waiting a random amouiit of timc, in 
order to suppress requests from other membcrs sharing that loss. Every membcr capable of scnding a repair packct also sets a 
timer and if no repair packct is sent froni another member i t  sends the repair packet. SRM's drawback Ior oiir scenario is that i t  
needs a specific distribution inFrastructiirc which is not widely available in the Internet at the momeiit. 

A third class of reliable multicast protocols are thc ones which includc FEC (Forward error corrcction) as a tcchnique to 
achicve reliability [20]. Reliable inulticast achieved through FEC is also applicable for VoD systems, since ~isually no retrans- 
missions arc necessary during the rnulticast transmission of the video strcarn. The major drawback of this appi-oach is, that 
error corrcction information appropriate for the client with the worst conncction inust bc incliided in each multicast packet. 
This will lead to a higher use of bandwidth thus leading to a reduced connection quality for the clients. In addition a com- 
pletely new protocol must be built in the case of layered FEC since this rnodcl is not compatiblc with already existing proto- 
cols. 

Our approach is to modify the most commonly used application-level protocol for streained AV delivery, RTP, to address our 
specific case of reliable multicast. This variation, called LCRTP (LC for loss collection) is applicable Tor real-tiinc audio and 
vidco data, does not require changes to thc infrastructure exccpt for cache servers and is compatible to standard Internet proto- 
cols. It uses central crror recovery to allow a weighted retransmission (sections of the video that are listccl in LC lists from mul- 
tiple receivers are handled before sections that are reported missing from one receiver only). 

LCRTP is used to identify the position of a transmitted packet in a completc movie, recognize packet losscs ancl rctransmit lost 
packets, thus allowing the cache server to store a perfectly correct copy of the movic on its local disks. 

LCRTP sends a small amount of data iii addition to the RTP heacler to dcterniine exactly the amount of lost data and its posi- 
tion in the original file. This is achieved by the use of a byte count that represents the actual position in  a filc. On the i-eceiver's 
side in the case of a packet loss the byte count contained in each arriving packet is used to reserve space for the missing data 
that will be filled afterwards by retransmission. 

LCRTP makes use of the standard mechanisms for RTP [22] extensions. The X flag (extension Rag) is used in order to show 
that an extension header is following the standard RTP Iieader. A standard RTP iinplementation ignores the X flag and the 
extension header and treats the packet as a standard RTP packet. 

The following example shows in more detail how reliable multicast inclucling the above described requirernents is achievecl 
with LCRTP. In Figure 2 the original video data is located on server S. Servers CS1 and CS2 are also video servers that operate 
as proxy and cache servers. Clients CL1 and CL4 are requesting the saine video from server S through their proxies CS 1 aiicl 
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S: Central Server 
CS: Cache Scrver 
Cl: Clients 
A,B,C: Subnets 

^ - MC Stream 

- Patch Stream 

Figur-e 2: A cac 

---)Unicast Stream 

non  LCRTP cnpable 
\(dCI 3 joins MC group after 

\----' strenm start 

:hing scenario (LCRTP-Patching combination) 

CS2, respectively. Assume that the file is neither cached on CS I nor on CS2 so far. Server S starts sending an LCRTP multicast 
strcam which is received by the servers CS1 and CS2, which perform a write through caching. Thus, the received data is stored 
locally iii a file while as well as being streamed at the same time further towards the requesting clients. At the client side a stan- 
dard RTP receiver is able to process the incoming LCRTP packets since the extension header is ignored. 

If data loss occurs upstream from one of the caching servers, space for the missing information can be allocated at the correct 
file position on disk due to the byte Count that is included in the LC extension header. After the file is transmitted completely, 
the receivers send an application-specific RTCP packet containing the collection of losses to the sender. This report is sent after 
a random timc to avoid flooding. 

The sender then rcsends the niissing data to the receivers. Retransmission also includes the LCRTP functionality to make Sure 
that the whole file is received and stored correctly at the local cache. A timer at the receiver cancels the session if no additional 
data is reccivcd after a whilc in order to avoid an endless loop of retransmissions. 

2 MOTIVATION FOR PATCHING IN CACHING HIERARCHIES 
Wc motivate the integration of patching and caching by modeling analytically the necessary effort in an example hierarchical 
movie distribution scenario. First, we calculate cost fuiictions for various approaches of serving movies to users in hierarchical 
distribution systems with the topology of binary trees. A binary tree as a model seems very restrictive. However, setting costs 

on some levels to zero allows for modelling of trees with levels of 2" nodes, and with more complex operations our model can 
also be generalized for arbitrary cache trces, using scts of binary trees rather than a single one. If our tree model is iised to 
identify good locations for movie placement, it is highly appropriate to identify the caches of several levels in the binaiy tree 
with each other. Starting with these considerations, we apply this analysis to an example system with somehow realistic fea- 
tures. 

Figure 3 is a sketch of the base model topology central server CS, optimal caclie servers N :  with an index i at depth t in the 

binary tree, and network links E: .  Table 1 lists the symbols that are used in the formulas, and Table 2 presents the formulas for 

calculating the cost of the distribution systems. In this section, we provide terms, assumptions. We presented the detailled cal- 
culations in [14]. The most important limitations of the model are summarized below, but still, this analysis motivates us to 
realize caching with patching. We get a strong hint to cornbinc caching with patching in the example below, for a VoD system 
with rather realistic characteristics,'following the assumptions of the analysis. 

The effort to set up the system is modeled as an abstract "cost" for basic server installations (including central server and cache 
servers). cost of server support for concurrent streain dcliveries, the cost of concurreni streams support by each network link, 
and cost for thc Storage of movies in cache servers. As we assume all movie files to be optimally located in the caching hierar- 
chy, there is n« cost for transporting the movies to store and cache and for unnecessary copies. There are several noteworthy 
aspects to this assumption: 



Figrlrc 3: binary tree of analytical distribution system model 

assurning a perfect distribution of rnovies to cache ser\Iers according to their long-terrn relevance would also rcndcr rnove- 
iiients due to relocation minimal 
for a downstrcani niovement, caches that work accorclin_o to our approach do not gcnerate additional network load because 
they work in write-through mode - upstrearn rnoveineiit is certainly rnissing 
i f  caching strategies are not sufficiently claboratc (or ccntrally controllcd), they will react to short-terin or at least to day- 
time variations in the request Patterns, these calculations will be extrernely optiniistic 

The riumerical optirnization assumes a distribution of inovic hit probabilities according to the Zipf distributioii. Although vari- 
011s papers statc that the Zipf distribution describes the clistribiition of hit probabilities at any gjven time very well, a caching 
architecture is uiiable to acliieve a distribution according to Zipf. 

Thc relevance o f  rnovics is changing with respect to other movics. which irnplies that their indcx value in the Zipf distribu- 
tion is changing, 
Hit rates do not typically conform perfectly to the Zipf distribution becausc of iiser behavior. Thc djvcrgence is grcater for 
srnall User populations, which rneans that distributioii systenis without an exchange of hit rate information will estimatc a 
movies popularity less exact than a centrally coordinated systern. 
Movies rnust be relocatccl between cache Servers accoicling to their estirnated relevance. This may be donc prcdictjvely 
(which reduced accurateness of the estimation), so the optimal location for each rnovie is achievctl tiniely, but such reloca- 
tions do still incur additional network and server load. 
Hoinogenous distribution systeins are unrealistic. 
Not all rnovies have eq~ial length and data rate. 

Note, that a non-hierarchical approach will probably result in additional savings but for hierarchies, any algorithm should be 
unable to reach the optirnurn that can be cornputed numerically frorn the forrnulas in Table 2. 

To verify the cffects of these cornputations, we present an exarnple that dernonstrates the vast opiions for savings. This cxarn- 
ple is simplified frorn the reality that we envision with the coinbination of patclzing and cachinp. For exarnple, we assurne that 
patchirzg is irnplemented in the clients, which is not realistic in a widely distributed network of heterogeneous clicnts. 

Table I: Elements used in folrmulas 
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Symbol 

so 

Symbol 

s I 

Meaning 

Basic cost of a serverfcache server installation. 

Meaning 

Cost for one supportecl strcam of a server. 



Table I: Elements used in folrmulas 

Table 2:  Analysis of cost effects of patching on caching hierarchies, cf. [I41 

Symbol Meaning 

C; 
Cost for one supported siream on a network 
link ai level t .  

M Number of available rnovies. 

t(m> Optimal tree level h r  caching rnovie m. 

In our example, the movie probabilities are distributed according to the Zipf distribution: 

Symbol 

C;" 

r(m) 

Distribution 
Method 

unicasi 
directiy from 
central server 

unicasi with 
caches 

greedy patch- 
ing from cen- 
tral servei 

patching with 
limited bul'fer 
from central 
server 

paiching with 
caches 

Besides the predefinitions froin the analytical model, we define 

500 different rnovies 
220 active users (i.e. a binary distribution depth of 10, where most nodes do not contain a server) 
a cost of 25000 $ for a basic server installation 

Meaning 

Cost for the Storage nceded to store one movie in 
a cache server. 

Hit probability of rnovie nr. 

Optimal patching window for inovie 172. 
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a cost of 100 $ for each concurrciit high cluality movie strcain supported by a sei-ver 
a cost of 350 $ for each concurrcnt high quality rnovie stream supported on a network link 
a cost of 1000 $ for storage to hold one high qiiality niovie 

The location of the caches in thc distribution hierarchy for examples 2 and 5 was not optiniizcd. Rather, thc caches wcre movccl 
heuristically upstrcam until no immediate gain was perceived any rnore. For the example 2, "unicast with cachcs", the 
approach "installed" caches at levels t=12, 10, 8, 6 and 4 in the order to decreasirig movie popularity. Foi- the example 5, 
"patching with caching", the approach "installed" caches at levels t=9, 7, 3, 5 and I .  The hcuristic prohibited to choose the 
lcvel 0 for thc least popular inovies which woiild have been roughly three quarters of all movies 

Table 3: Example for theorctical effect of the various inethotls 

These numbers indicate, that therc are scenarios with a large potential for savings in the joint use o f  the pntrhing and caching 
techniques. When (costly) caches are introducetl in a patckirig distribution System, savings are made with much less expensive 
necessary systern links and storage space (CS. the last two rows in Table 3). 

Although this model and these numbcrs are tluitc illusionary, and we can not expect clicnts that to implen~ent /7(itc/zi1ig buffers 
and pc~trlling-capable protocols, this potential for savings denioristratcs that: 

Modeled Distribution Method 

1. unicast froin central server 

2. unicast with caches 

3. greedy patching from central Server 

4. patching with limited buffer from central server 

5. patching with caching 

the use of cache servers gencratcs savings that inake up for thcir installation cost 
patcliirig with optiinizcd window sizes is the inajor advancernent in saviiigs 
The niost iinportant issue for our architccture is: 
The installation of caches in conjunction with patclzirig does not eliminatc the effect of pc~tcliirig. With ari appropriately 
diinensioned cache server, i t  will even increasc the savings by keeping the most popular titles in thc cache. Thus, we can 
proceed to build a wide-arca caching architecture that relies on p(~tchirig for wide-area distribution of the vidcos to cache 
servers that act of proxies for clients without these spccific featurcs. 

Calciilated 
System Cost 

7,445 Mio $ 

4,664 Mio $ 

3,722 Mio $ 

375 Mio $ 

276 Mio $ 

3 REALIZATION OF PATCHING IN CACHING HIERARCHIES 
Our architecturc assumes caching proxy servers, clicnts that rcceive video stream iising RTP streaining and thc potchirig tcch- 
nique for information exchange betwcen thc central server and the caches. 

The choice for the parcliing and File streaining techniques was duc to efficiency and bargain availability respectively. To inte- 
grate pcitclzirlg into the cache server communication, we use LCRTP. This choice fixes the major drawback of pcitching that it 
can only reasonably be uscd with specific recervers, while current cominercial video distribution Systems 1211 depend on uni- 
cast connections between original server and cache server and also among cache servers in order to guaraiitee the integrity of 
the copies in their caches. 

Another possibility would be to enhance the cache servers to use parching in a way that the stream is reassembled correctly at 
the cache and transmitted (as a unicast stream) to the client. But using only standard patching for the transinission of videos to 
video caches which belong to one multicast group would lead to a poorer qiiality of the videos on the cache since losses during 
the transmission can not be repaired. Therefore we introduce LCRTP as a protocol to repair losses on the caches while main- 
taining compatibility to stanclard RTP clients. 

In the case that patchirig is iised in combination with LCRTP losses can be detected and repaired because a retransmission 1s 
possible, which makes sense for caches where the data is stored and not presented immediately. The bytecount that is included 
in every LCRTP packet allows the cache servers to write incoming data directly to thc disk instead of buffering i t  in their inaiii 



memory like it would be nccessary by a non-LCRTP ti-ansmissioii. The position of each packet in relation to the complcte 
movie is specified by the bytecount and therefore i t  can be written to its exact position oii thc hard disk, assuming a file system 
supporting this behavior. 

The combin~lion of patching and caching allows clients and viclco cache servers to join a multicast stream that has already 
startecl (sec Figure 2). The missing part of the movie is sent in a separate stream to the receivers the way i t  is done forpatching. 
When the patched part of the inovie is scnt as a unicast ur multicast stream should be case dependent, since the amount of 

F 
receivers can vary. If a client in a subnet decicles to recliiest a inovie that is alrcady being multicast, the cache server of this sub- 
net (which acts as a VoD proxy) joins the multicast group. Depending on the decision of the implemented caching algorithm 
thc received movie is cachcd on the video cache or only assenibled in right order and then forwarded to the requesting clicnt. 
This decision should be driven by the popularity of the movie and therefore further possible requests in  the subnet [12]. 

It woulcl also be possible to send multicast streams and additional patch streams directly to the clients, e . g  in case the video 
cache does not decide to cache the requested movie, but this would require a modification of the clients. If patchiilg is only 
handled by the cache servers which forward the receivecl stream as a unicast stream to the clients, they can exist without any 
rnodification. We think [hat this solution is more reasonable since i t  is more costly to inoclify all possible clients instead o f  the 
video caches which must be able to handle patch streams in anyway. 

To combine the LCRTP and the patchirig approaches in a patching cvith caching system, we nced to modify the retransmission 
approach a little bit. First of all, both the original servcr and the cache servers of the distribution hierarchy need to be aware of 
the modification from the original LCRTP usage, or client requests will not be answered in any expected way. 

A regular RTP-receiving client contacts the cache server as its proxy server with a request for a certain movie title; products 
demonstrate that this can be done in thc Same way for video as i t  is done for web pages. A cache server that receives this 
request and has the movie or at least the initial portion of the movie already stored locally assumes that the movie can be 
strcamed to the client in an individual unicast transmission (fine-grained batching could be used to collect a couple of requests 
in this casc as well). Even if the movie is not completely available, some other client is currently requesting it from the server 
and the remaining part will arrive at the cache server before i t  is required by the new client. Obviously, this requires that the 
cache servcr is able to send data from partially available inovies. 

If the video is not present at all, the cache server contacts the next upstream server in thc distribution hierarchy and requests the 
title. If the movie title is not in transmission to any other cache server or client at that time, the original server Starts a transmis- 
sion of this movie to ihe cache server as a multicast stream. The cache server stores this title, and at the same tiine, rurwards 
the data to the requesting client. A special approach in this case is the possibility to permit the client to listen to the multicast 
stream, which is also listened to by the cache server. This handling of the special case permits the impleinentations of condi- 
tional overwriie caching strategies that do not Store movies just because they are requested for the first time, but do this only if 
sufficient information is available to deduce that the title will probably be requested soon again. The inore generic approach, 
which does not work with conditional overwrite strategies is to Start storing as the data arrives from the original server, and to 
Open a separate unicast connection from the cache server to the client to transmit a stream. 

If thc video, which is not present in the cache server, is already being sent by the original server to other cache servers or to cli- 
ents, the original server will decide according to the estiinated optimal restart frequency of the requested movie, whether the 
cache server receives a new complete stream or not. 

In the latter case, patching is applied and the client receives an individual patch stream in addition to information that is neces- 
sary to join the complete stream and the patch streams which are already active for that movie. This process demands to keep 
and order the individual Parts. The position on disk of each RTP packet arriving from the different patches at the cache server 
is uniquely identified by the byte Count in the extended header. The receiving application is responsible for storing the packet 
at this position in thc file. Since all elements are transinitted and received with rcgular streaming speed, the transmission thread 
or process, which reads the data froni the partial File and forwards it to the client, will experience a lost packet only if the link 
between the cache server and the original server is congested or the packet is lost for any other reason. The receiving thread or 
process does not require any special operation beyond the normal LCRTP extensions; however, the concurrent bandwidth 
needs are much higher at the beginning of a patch transmission than is usual for the regular LCRTP case. 

4 CONCLUSION 
We have analytically motivated and then prescnted an approach to the implementation of a wide-area caching architecture. It 
exploits pntchir~g to decrease the nuinber of concurrent transmissions for movies in the distribution system. We have shown 
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that the saviiigs in tcrms of investinent in a distribution systein cari be huge when pcirchirig is applied. We havc also shown that 
these savings are not lost whcn pcitchirig is coinbined with legacy clicnts that require lincar strcam delivery by means ofcach- 
ing proxies. Rather, our exainples demonstrates that thc savings can increase i f  tlie location of siich cache Servers is choscn 
appropriately. 

We preseiited the LCRTP protocol and the patcliing technique that we have designed or enhanced for our needs, respectively. 
Next steps for a full iniplementation include a sclection of a control protocol that can bc tised or enhanced to receive multiple 
parts of a patched transmission from different sources at the Same time.?he aiialytic modcl will he enhanced to examine thc 
recursivc application of patchirzg as demonstrated in [ 131. 

We will continue to enhance multimedia distribution systcms, with a specific focus on caching without central control. 
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